Finance Division Overview

The Finance Division at Babson delivers intellectually rigorous, state-of-the-art programs at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. We provide a dynamic learning and living experience where students study and practice finance in a collaborative, applied environment. This real-world approach prepares our students to be versatile and action-oriented professionals with the entrepreneurial mindset needed to find opportunity in uncertainty and create value in any type of organization—small and large; private, public, and government; for profit and nonprofit—anywhere in the world.

DIFFERENTIATORS

• Our finance curriculum is a unique blend of theory and practice. Babson’s finance faculty members possess a wide variety of academic, government, and business experience.

• The award-winning Stephen D. Cutler Center for Investments and Finance is an unparalleled resource of technology and information services. There are more than 25 databases, including 12 Bloomberg terminals, 10 Factset seats, WRDS, CapitalIQ, Rotman Interactive Trader, and Morningstar Direct.

• Our Cutler Center is unique among academic finance centers, supporting both the academic/student experience and faculty research. We help develop student leaders by sponsoring student-led organizations and promote thought leadership by hosting leading speakers.

• We have an excellent student placement record on Wall Street, in investment management and in corporations, with approximately one-third of our graduates each year accepting offers in the investments and finance field. Students are routinely placed with such companies as Fidelity Investments, Goldman Sachs, Citigroup, Barclays Capital, EMC, Staples, Johnson & Johnson, and Raytheon Company.
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2. Our “live money” Babson College Fund is both a tool and an investment vehicle used to teach future investment managers. It has beaten the S&P 500 during the last one-, three-, and five-year periods.

“The Cutler Center exemplifies Babson’s real-world approach to education, its commitment to innovative research, and state-of-the-art resources and programs that uniquely prepare students for careers in investments and finance.”

–Bruce Herring ’87, CIO, Fidelity Management and Research
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